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Concave and convex lenses worksheet pdf

In this worksheet, we will rehearse the definition of a concoct lens, describe the paths of light rays fiery through it, and explain how the rays are focused with such lenses. V3: Which of the following diagrams correctly shows the paths of light beams that stand out from the concox lens when the beams of light enter the lens parallel to the lens issoles? V4: Which of the displayed objects is the concifying
lens? V5: The light beams convering to the point are an incident on a conceud lens as shown in the diagram. Which of the other diagrams (A), (B), (C), (D) correctly shows the direction of the beams that stand out from the lens? V6: Parallel beams of light pass through the convex lens and focus on the point as shown in the diagram. Which of the following diagrams correctly shows the paths of the light rays
if they pass through the concant lens before passing through the convex lens? The path of the light beams through the convex lens as well as the position of the concox lens to be added is shown. A B C D Q7: Parallel light beams fall on the object shown in the diagram. Which of the other diagrams, (a), (b), (c) and (d) correctly shows how the rays move through and out of the object? V9: Which of the
following diagrams correctly shows the paths of the light beams passed through the concise lens when the beams of light enter the lens parallel to each other but at an angle to the lens oles as shown? A B C D
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